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Greater inclusion of individuals from diverse backgrounds within the behavioral and biomedical health and scientific 
workforce improves the impact of science (1) and may help accelerate closing racial/ethnic inequities we see in chronic 
disease, cancer, and mental health outcomes. Further, racial concordance between patients and providers has been 
shown to be significantly associated with patient satisfaction with care (2). With more than half (63.9%) of the active 
physician workforce identifying as White (3), educational and career pipeline efforts to increase the diversity of the 
health care workforce are enormously important. The perspectives and lived experiences of people from multiple 
different backgrounds within our field shape the progress of research, practice, and policy that help our society realize 
the fundamental principle of equity for all.  
  
The decision by the U.S. Supreme Court in Students for Fair Admissions v. President and Fellows of Harvard 
College and Students for Fair Admissions v. University of North Carolina takes away one tool within the toolbox 
(consideration of race/ethnicity among other factors in college admissions) to help correct the historical injustices that 
have led to underrepresentation of individuals from minoritized backgrounds in behavioral and biomedical sciences. In 
fact, the evidence has shown that the decision of the Supreme Court that removes holistic approaches to higher 
education admissions ultimately leads to less diversity within the student body, not more (4, 5).   
  
The Society of Behavioral Medicine (SBM) remains committed to the principle that many of the inequities in health and 
well-being that we see across several conditions require innovative and critical input that only a diverse workforce can 
provide. We are unwavering in our stance that building diversity and advancing inclusiveness of our workforce are 
necessary, though not sufficient, to addressing the inequities perpetuated by racism, both historical and present-day, 
that we see now and in the future. SBM does and will continue to support and sponsor a myriad of efforts that are 
directionally aligned with building diversity and advance inclusiveness of the health care and behavioral medicine 
workforce. 
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The Society of Behavioral Medicine (SBM) is a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization of more than 2,200 scientific researchers, clinicians and educators. They study how 
behavior, biology and the environment interact, and they turn their findings into health interventions that improve the well-being of individuals, families and 
communities. Learn more at www.sbm.org.  
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